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On September 3, 1997 a new factoring world record has been established at 
CWI Amsterdam by the computation of the factors of the 180-digit number 
N = (12167 + 1)/13 with the Special Number Field Sieve algorithm1 (SNFS) 
[7, 8, 6, 5]. 

The previous record for SNFS was the 167-digit number (3349 - 1)/2, com
pleted by NFSNET (Number Field Sieve NETwork) on February 4, 1997. 2 

When factoring an integer N, SNFS requires one to select two polynomials 
with a common root m modulo N. Usually one polynomial is linear and one 
has higher degree. For numbers of this size (180 digits), the latter degree should 
be 5 or 6. Possible choices with these degrees are j 5 (X) = 144X5 +1 with root 
m = 1233 and f 6 (X) = X 6 + 12 with root m = 1228 . Another possibility is 
2fs(X/2) = 9X5 + 2. 

The choice between degrees 5 and 6 was made partially on the quality of the 
factor base. The siever looks for rational numbers a/b such that the numerators 
off (a/b) and of a/b-m are both smooth, meaning that only small prime factors 
divide these numerators. These are more likely to be smooth when 

1 We a.~sume the reader to be familiar with this factoring method, although no expert knowl
edge is required to understand the spirit of this announcement. 

2 NFSNET is a collaborative effort to factor numbers by the Number Field Sieve. It relies 
on volunteers from around the world who contribute the "spare time" of a large number 
of workstations to perform the sieving. In addition to completing work on other numbers, 
their 75 workstations sieved (3349 -1)/2 during the months of December 1996 and January 
1997. The organizers and principal researchers of NFSNET are: Marije Elkenbracht
Huizing, Peter Montgomery, Bob Silverman, Richard Wackerbarth, and Sam Wagstaff, 
Jr. 
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1. the polynomial values themselves are small (i.e., when the polynomial co
efficients are small and/or a/bis close to a real root of!); 

2. the polynomials have many (possibly projective) roots modulo small primes. 

The degree-5 polynomials have a real root, but the degree-6 polynomials do not. 
The degree-5 polynomials have a root modulo every prime below 100 except 31, 
41, 61, 71, with five roots modulo 11. The degree-6 polynomials have six roots 
modulo each of 13, 19, 79, 97, plus one root each modulo 2 and 3. Overall, the 
degree-5 polynomials rated slightly higher. 

Our siever does better if we arrange the sieving region so that \a/b\ > 
1 for most a/b being sieved, since it must re-initialize much data whenever 
b changes. [It fixes b while it varies a] We chose f (X) = X 5 - 144 with 
m = -12-33 ~ 12134 • This performed slightly better in a simulation than 
f (X) = 2X5 -9 with m = -12-33 /2. The factor base bound was 4.8 x 106 for f 
and 12 x 106 for the linear polynomial. Both large prime bounds were 150 x 106 , 

with two large primes allowed on each side. We sieved over \al :::; 8.4 x 106 and 
0 < b $ 2.5 x 106 • 

Our siever was at least 30 % faster than the version used for the 167-
digit record, primarily due to better cache utilization and fewer mispredicted 
branches. The sieving lasted 10.3 calendar days spanning two weekends, from 
August 22 to September 2, 1997. During this period, 85 SGI machines (a 
mixture of 02's, lndy's, R4600's, and one PowerChallenge) at CWI contributed 
a combined 13027719 relations in 560 machine-days. It took 1.6 more calendar 
days to process the data. This processing included 16 CPU-hours on a Cray 
C90 at SARA in Amsterdam to carry out the Block Lanczos iterative algorithm 
for finding dependencies in a 1969262 x 1986500 matrix with 57942503 nonzero 
entries. 

The factored number fills a gap in one of the tables of the Cunningham 
project [2] which has the goal to factor numbers of the form bn ± 1 for b :::; 12. 

The factors found are the 75-digit prime 

78853915247995992358347387072972515879664753888371886326218141334739123646! 

and the 105-digit prime 

16311784525650292068755854365669702024741136446212038589316094580455325018' 

472604743326476435522680378897. 

Primality of these numbers was proved with help of the Jacobi sum test of 
ADLEMAN, POMERANCE, RUMELY, H. COHEN and H.W. LENSTRA, JR. [1, 
3], as implemented by H. COHEN and A.K. LENSTRA (4] with the help of D.T. 
Winter at CWI. 
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